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HOT TUBS

E-SMART 
TECHNOLOGY
Peruse the Clearwater Spas 
website and you’ll find an 
entire section devoted to 
informing consumers about 
E-Smart Technology and the 
product features that go along with it; this is Clearwater’s 
pièce de résistance. The ‘e’ represents “efficiency, economic 
value, engineering, environment and efficient recycling.”

RTB insulation stands out as the main component 
among	these	E-Smart	elements.	Warhol	explains	RTB	
(which	stands	for	reflective	thermal	barrier)	as	a	rigid	
insulation lined with reflective foil on both sides and 
placed in the cabinet sides and floor of Clearwater’s hot 
tubs.	“We	found	this	insulation	to	be	12	percent	more	
energy	efficient	than	spray	foam,”	Warhol	says.	
Warhol	adds	that	RTB	also	utilizes	thermal	heat	gain

off all electric components to reflect and recycle heat, 
keeping the underside of the spa warm and dry: “Our 
RTB-insulated, four-inch raised Durafloor system also 
prevents ‘heat sink,’ which is where many other spas, 
with stapled on plastic bottoms, lose heat because the 
cold ground actually draws heat away from the spa.”

ENVIRONMENTAL-FRIENDLY 
MANUFACTURING
Clearwater’s environmentally friendly manufacturing 
process is a source of pride for the company. Rolled-on 
fiberglass process is a common means for reinforcing 
the ABS-backed acrylic in spa shells — a process that 
is toxic to the environment. Instead, Clearwater utilizes 
EcoSpray, an environmentally friendly material.
“There	are	no	volatile	organic	compounds	(VOC)	

from	our	EcoSpray	process,”	Warhol	explains.	“It	is	
tested annually by the Puget Sound Air Pollution 
Control Agency for air quality and measures zero VOCs 
in the air.”

Additionally, the Durafloor system is constructed 
of	100	percent	recycled	ABS	material,	the	RTB	insulation
does not produce gases like spray foam can, and 
Clearwater offers salt systems and UV-C systems with 
its spas to help reduce the amount of chemicals needed 
for water sanitation.

Clearwater recycles, too, by taking trade-ins on new 
spa sales. Depending upon the condition of the trade-in 
spa, Clearwater will either test, clean and refurbish it for 

IN AN INDUSTRY NOW SATURATED with manufacturers boasting 
green technology and energy efficiency, how does one stand out? 
It’s been five years since Clearwater Spas starting marketing its green 
manufacturing process and energy-efficient products to reach an 
environmentally	conscious	consumer	base.	Chris	Warhol,	marketing	
director for Clearwater Spas, says its E-Smart Technology has helped 
sales, but that the statistical success rate has been hard to measure: 
Most of the data come through word-of-mouth and feedback given 
to dealers.

Bill Meyer, owner of Premier Hot Tubs in Austin, Texas, says 
this marketing strategy does resonate with customers, but not 
powerfully. “I think it has some value — it’s hard to respond 
negatively to it,” Meyer says. “But I think it’s diminished by the 
fact that all manufacturers are claiming their products are green.”
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resale or reuse viable components. If the spa is not in 
ideal condition for either of these options, Clearwater 
recycles it by putting the PVC in the plastics bin, 
recycling the wood with its wood pallets and removing 
and recycling motors and pumps with the metal.

Dennis DeMartini, corporate sales manager for Rich’s 
for the Home, believes these elements of the manufacturing
process help give Clearwater a sales boost. “In the Pacific 
Northwest,	our	consumers	are	very	eco-friendly	and	enjoy	

knowing that they have done their part in purchasing an environmen-
tally friendly product.”

SETTING HIGH STANDARDS
Some states are beginning to recognize the need for holding hot tub 
manufacturers to standards for energy efficiency. The California 
Energy	Commission	(CEC)	certification	is	one	in	particular	that	
Clearwater Spas finds worthwhile.
“We	strive	to	be	a	leader	in	our	industry	in	research	and	

development,	and	innovation,”	Warhol	
says. “Energy efficiency is an important 
component to this and the CEC 
certification standards are the highest 
benchmark	for	measuring	it.	We	felt	
it important to be one of the first 
manufacturer’s in the industry to meet or 
exceed their standards — and we have.”  
While	Clearwater	Spas	strives	to	

make sure its hot tubs are meeting CEC 
guidelines, its products are not built to 
suit	these	standards.	“We	have	been	
building our spas the same way for years 
before CEC spa standards were developed,”
Warhol	explains.	“When	CEC	standards	
came along, we had our spas tested to 
their requirements and were happy to 
find out we far exceeded their energy-usage 
guidelines.” 

E-SMART ETHICS
Meyer says it isn’t just exceeding CEC 
standards that makes Clearwater stand 
out. “I carry them because they are 
superior in construction and their 
warranty is one of the best in the 
industry,” he says. “Clearwater is easy 
to work with and extremely honorable. 
I have great respect for their ethics and, 
in this industry, that’s hard to come by.” n

To see how Clearwater hot tub models 
and others rate with the CEC’s testing, 
visit appliances.energy.ca.go. You can 
search by category (spas are listed 
under pool products), manufacturer, 
brand or model.

CEC TESTED
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system, consumers certainly won’t need to attend to it 
daily. “The amazing attribute of a salt system is that, 
once the appropriate level of salt in the water is achieved, 
there is no need to add additional salt until the next 
recommended water change by the spa manufacturer,
which is, on average, every four to six months,” says
Daryl Muzio, marketing and sales manager for 
ControlOMatic. He adds that salt systems eliminate 
the need to purchase, handle, store, measure and pour 
traditional sanitizing chemicals, opening up more time 
to enjoy the hot tub.

Holstein believes the health benefits outweigh all 
others. “The real justification for an automated sanitizing 
system is water safety, because you are assured that the 
spa is properly sanitized and that’s certainly worth more 
than	$249,”	he	says.	

The treatment process is natural. “A salt generator
breaks down ordinary salt by electrolysis into its 
basic elements: sodium and chlorine,” explains Lance 
Fitzsimmons,	Northwest	region	aquatic	consultant	for	
Pool	Spa	Efficiency	LLC.	“When	the chlorine	has	
done its job, it reverts back to salt, which gives salt 
systems a unique recycling property.”

According to Muzio, the amount of salt needed for 
a	spa	salt	generator	is	2.5	cups	per	100 gallons	of	water,	
which is close to drinking water salt levels. “Because the 
sanitizer is being produced in its natural form, hot tub 
owners are far less likely to experience the skin or eye 
irritations and strong odors commonly associated with 
traditional methods,” he explains.

INCREASED REVENUE FOR RETAILERS
Muzio says some retailers are reluctant to offer aftermarket
salt generators, fearing they will lose out on revenue of 
traditional chemical sales, but he says it can take at least a 
year to build the same revenue with chemicals as with the 
sale of one salt system.  
“What	is	often	missed	by	a	spa	retailer	is	the	opportunity

to develop an incredible relationship with a hot tub 
owner who is frustrated with traditional sanitation 
methods,” Muzio says. “It provides an opportunity to 
up-sell a new hot tub in the future, and most certainly 
continued referral opportunities.”

“Aftermarket salt generators help the dealer become 
a trusted source for enjoyment. It is great for referral 
business,” Fitzsimmons agrees. “Once people hear of the 
benefits of a salt system, they buy it. I offer everyone that 
is	considering	a	system	a	full	60	days	to	try	it	and	return	
it.	Nobody	ever	asks	for	a	refund.”	n

FOR MORE THAN 30 YEARS, pool owners have had it made: Looking
for an alternative to time-consuming water quality management,
manufacturers came to the rescue with salt-generator systems. 
Eventually, that translated into spas with built-in options. 
Unfortunately,most of those are offered in higher-end models, 
hitting a price point many new spa owners can’t match.

However, the last few years have opened up more opportunities
for spa owners to have salt systems without the expense. Enter 
ControlOMatic,	whose	three	options	(ColorChlor,	TechnicChlor	
and	MiniChlor)	started	hitting	the	market	in	2006,	and	Solaxx,	
which started offering the Saltron Mini less than a year ago. These 
aftermarket systems are plug-and-play, making them versatile for any 
hot tub currently on the market or previously sold.

BENEFITS OF AFTERMARKET SALT 
GENERATOR SYSTEMS
Aftermarket salt-generator systems address the three main concerns 
birthed by the use of traditional sanitation methods: cost, time and 
health. Both ControlOMatic and Solaxx offer their plug-and-play salt 
generators	for	less	than	$250.	“That’s	not	much	more	than	a	year’s	
worth of chemical purchases, so it makes sense when you get down 
to that price point,” says Richard 
Holstein, vice president of sales and 
marketing at Solaxx. 
When	it	comes	to	the	amount	of	

time required to maintain a salt-generator 

Salt as a Viable 
Substitute 
AFTERMARKET SALT-GENERATOR SYSTEMS PROVIDE 
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